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In this worksheet you are going to learn best practice around wireframing.
You’ll take the text content from the previous video and start to structure it into your
landing page design.

Best practices for wireframing
Once your copy is complete, 100% complete. You can begin to create your page
design.
Wireframes are the best way to start your design process.
Wireframes are important because they allow you to iterate on different layouts for
your content quickly and cheaply.
Wireframing is also a great way for copywriters and designers to communicate.
Pencil and paper is more than technical enough to start, once you become
comfortable with the base structure of your page you can move into formal
wireframing.
For formal wireframing I recommend Balsamiq.
As a lifetime member of Conversion Machine you get access to an extended 3
month trial of my Balsamiq. Balsamiq is one of your course partners and
recommended CRO software products.
Visit the discounts page to get access to the extended trial.
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The foundation of a good wireframe
All good wireframes have a few elements in common, here are some points to
remember when creating yours.
Make sure to include a header and footer to separate navigation from content.
Use a hierarchy of font sizes just like in your final design. E.g. H1, H2
Use clear section breaks and use consistent styling for all similar elements. E.g.
make sure all your call to action buttons are styled the same.

Low Fidelity vs High Fidelity
Whether or not you should create great looking wireframes or not is a constant
discussion between designers and copywriters.
The truth is you should do whatever works fast enough to communicate and test
the marketing material in the shortest amount of time.
So start with low fidelity, pencil and paper.
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And move onto high fidelity using Balsamiq once you are at a stage for formal
review and feedback

Step by step process for wireframing
Step 1: Determine design layout components
As suggested create or copy your website header and footer. Then decide on the
elements your page will use to semantically markup your text content and what
other types of elements your content requires.
This includes H1 and other text tags, lists, sliders etc. Codrops is a great site for
creative layout inspiration.
WARNING: Making something cool and interactive does not always make it useful.
Remember in our conversion hierarchy usability comes before persuasion.
Make sure to follow user experience best practice as close as possible, don’t
reinvent the wheel and make it hard for your user to find information.
If your website content has a steep usability learning curve your audience will not
stick around.
Use layouts that people intuitively know and add CSS3 animations and emotional
design to these proven structural models for creativity.

Step 2: Develop first draft
Create your first draft on paper. Do a number of iterations keeping details to a
minimum. This is not a design contest so do not use rulers or make this fancy.
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Step 3: Get feedback
Get initial feedback on your sketches and once happy with your foundation, create
formal wireframes with in Balsamiq.

Step 4: Iterate
Now iterate on your Balsamiq wireframe getting feedback after major revisions.
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